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ABSTRCT
Title of dissertation: Research on professional training of search and rescue
crew
Degree: MSC
The generation and development of maritime SAR at sea is accompaniment with the
development of maritime trade, with the continuous development of maritime trade,
sea accidents are also increasing which demands higher standard for maritime rescue
personnel. Because the early develop SAR system, rescue a personnel training has
improved from the historical experience education gradually to the modern education
in west countries, in Europe and the United States has formed a relatively perfect
system of education.
Rescue personnel training and education in China began with the rapid development
of market economy. After the system reform of China Rescue and Salvage in 2003,
by 10 years of development, although there are some achievements, compared with
foreign mature SAR training mode, there is a big gap including its conditions,
objectives, curriculum, teaching methods and quality evaluation mode.
This article explores Chinese SAR system in comparison with Australia, England,
America SAR system and their training for rescue personnel, analysis of existing
problems in China. It analyses objectively the international successful experience,
finds out the gaps and deficiencies, and then puts forward some valuable opinions
and recommendations to create a mature SAR training system suitable for Chinese
conditions.
Key words: SAR system, education and training, comparison analysis
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
With the development of international economy and booming of global marine
business, marine traffic density increases sharply, and ships in distress also increases.
Therefore, to carry out the maritime search and rescue operations in a timely and
effective manner to avoid or reduce the life and property loss, it has been a priority of
the international maritime organization (IMO) and the department in charge of
maritime safety. Maritime search and rescue is a sacred mission given by laws and
regulations, and it also is a public welfare function. The main purpose of maritime
search and rescue is to save people as much as possible to reduce the loss of property
and to protect marine environment.
At present, Chinese maritime search and rescue mission is largely dominated by the
ministry of transport salvage bureau of Yantai, Shanghai, Guangzhou salvage and
bureau. According to the state council and the central military commission approval,
in some waters where relief strength is insufficient, Chinese maritime search and
rescue center and local maritime search and rescue center can get in contact with the
army. According to the principle of rescue and relief, the army shall provide ships or
aircraft to support.
1.2 Objectives of the Dissertation
The objective of the dissertation is to introduce Chinese search and rescue system
with analysis of the education, training and assessment of the crew. This thesis
intends to gain more scientific ways to enhance our search and rescue ability in
comparison with similar rescue system of other countries.
Specific purposes of the research are as follows:
i)

to review the Chinese search and rescue system and introduce its functions;

ii)

to analyze the present rescue crew training, education and assessment;

iii)

to analyze the problems in present training system;
1

iv)

to review search and rescue system of other countries and how they can work;

v)

to compare domestic and overseas system;

vi)

to provide advice on how to improve the domestic training system.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the present study.

Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the organization of Chinese SAR system will be
introduced. The relevant regulations and SAR forces are also be shown.

In chapter 3, Chinese professional SAR training system will be introduced in detail in
two parts, one is SAR technology and knowledge training, and the other is
Psychological training. And the issues of this system will be discussed and analyzed.

Chapter 4 presents the SAR systems in Australia, UK and US and specifically their
SAR organizations, the training of SAR personnel in those countries.

Chapter 5 will analyze mainly SAR resources allocation, personnel structure and
training pattern between Chinese and those three countries. Seven recommendations
for Chinese SAR crew training system will be presented in combination with the
actual Chinese maritime situation.
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Chapter 2 Chinese search and rescue system
2.1 The provisions of international and domestic laws on search and rescue
China is a country with large area of ocean, and meanwhile it is a large international
shipping country with about a coastline of 18000 kilometers long. The sea area under
the jurisdiction is more than 470 square kilometers, and China also has a vast area of
inland rivers. China is a party of the international convention on the safety of life at
sea (SOLAS) and international convention for maritime search and rescue 1979 (SAR
1979).
“Each Contracting Government undertakes to ensure that necessary
arrangements are made for distress communication and co-ordination in their
area of responsibility and for the rescue of persons in distress at sea around its
coasts. These arrangements shall include the establishment, operation and
maintenance of such search and rescue facilities…”
(SOLAS, 2009)
There are similar regulations in SAR 1979 and the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). In SAR 1979:
“Parties shall ensure that necessary arrangements are made for the provision of
adequate search and rescue services for persons in distress at sea round their
coasts”
(SAR, 1979)
In China, the Chinese Traffic Safety Law at Sea also regulates that:
“When vessels or installations in the vicinity of the scene of an accident receive
a distress signal or discover that people's lives are endangered, they shall do
their best to rescue the people in distress insofar as their own safety is not
3

seriously endangered, and promptly report to the competent authorities the
situation at the scene, their own names, call numbers and positions”
(Maritime Traffic Safety Law at Sea of PRC, 1984)

2.2 The main framework of Chinese maritime search and rescue forces
According to the Chinese national maritime search and rescue emergency plan, the
management mode of Chinese maritime SAR is with some principles of unity of
Command, level-to-level administration and territorial priority. From 2005, China
began to establish and implement the system of national maritime search and rescue
inters ministerial Joint Conference.
Nowadays, there are four kinds of power on maritime SAR:
i: Professional search and rescue forces. Referring to the government sections
specializing in maritime salvage work, such as the salvage and SAR bureaus belongs
to Ministry of Transport. Currently, this force is the strongest.
ii: Government departments with SAR force. For example, Maritime Safety
Administration

(MSA),

Fishery

Administration,

Customs,

State

Oceanic

Administration and so on. The major powers are the vessels and boats form the MSA.
iii: Social SAR forces. All these forces are engaged in work like shipping, ports
operation, engineer operation, etc. In case of accident, the competent departments of
the government can coordinate and require those forces to participate in rescue effort.
Usually, this force is not strongly managed, but sometimes the final effect is very
good.
iv: The army and police. Although the transfer and command procedure of them is
complex, in China, they are special force to deal with maritime SAR or emergencies
at sea.
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Ministry of Transport

Chinese Marine Search and Rescue Center

National maritime search and rescue inters ministerial
Joint Conference

Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology
Ministry of Public Security

Ministry of Civil Affairs

Ministry of Agriculture

Meteorological

Bureau/

Customs

Professional search and
rescue forces

Government
departments

Social SAR forces

Ministry of Public Health

The army and police
State

Administration

of

WorkSafety
General

Staff/People's

Armed Police

……..
Almost 16 departments
Figure 1 The organizational chart of Chinese maritime SAR system
Source: compiled by author, (2014.6)

From the chart we can see, now, in China, there is no department that can
independently assume all functions of maritime SAR, so only with the government to
coordinate sides to cooperate. This diversity is conducive to play the role of each
department to improve the success rate. But there are also drawbacks; however, it is
characterized by fair job division. If the responsibility is not clear, it would affect the
effect of maritime SAR work.
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This thesis will focus on professional search and rescue force which is now powerful
enough to protect Chinese coastline. By 2003, the government established china
rescue and salvage of ministry of transport.

China rescue and salvage of Ministry of Transport

GougZhou salvage bureau

ShangHai salvage bureau

YanTai salvage bureau

NanHai 1st SAR aerocade

DongHai 2nd SAR aerocade

DongHai 1st SAR aerocade

BeiHai 1st SAR aerocade

Nan Hai SAR bureau

Dong Hai SAR bureau

BeiHai SAR bureau

Figure 2 The organizational chart of Chinese professional SAR force
Source: compiled by author, (2014.6)

After 10 years’ development, there are three forces in this professional team: SAR
force, salvage force and fight team. Now, there are three SAR bureaus, three salvage
bureaus, four aero-cades. Among the three SAR bureaus, there are 18 emergency
response rescue teams and 21 SAR bases. Almost 8000 persons are on duty and about
4000 persons of them are SAR crew members.
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Figure 3 The major date of salvage and rescue from 2011-2013
Source:http://www.crs.gov.cn/tongzhigg_jlj/tongjisj_tzgg/201402/t20140218_157969
3.html

The figure shows that the accidents occurring along Chinese coastline are increasing
and so as SAR actions also. In 2013, over 3900 persons were rescued; meanwhile the
number of rescued vessels decreased compared with the last two years.
Now, the coastal land, sea and air three-dimensional coordinated assistance system
has been initially established. With the development of professional rescue team, the
military, social assistance force, the SAR mechanism is being established and
perfected. In one rescue mission, the rescue ship and aircraft or army joint the rescue
at the same time; it greatly improves the pertinence and effectiveness of the rescue.
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Chapter 3 Training of Chinese professional SAR crew
3.1 The personnel structure of the SAR crew
At present, Chinese rescue crew can be roughly divided into two categories:
i: The crew before the salvage system reform (2003). Most of them trained by rescue
and salvage bureau and their education level is generally not high, but they have rich
working experience at sea.
ii: The crew after the salvage system reform (2003). Among those, the senior officers
are almost recruited from maritime universities or colleges; the rats are recruited form
training institutions. In other words, they have theoretical knowledge but not
experience.
Chinese maritime SAR senior officer education can be divided into several levels:
college degree or higher vocational education, technical vocational school. A
significant portion of senior crew members are still at the level of technical secondary
school degree.
3.2 The training for SAR crew members
The purpose of establishing Chinese professional maritime rescue agencies is belongs
to social rescue which is to offer rescue in maritime disaster, life-threatening
emergency at sea.
At present, the knowledge and skills of Chinese SAR crew is based on The Manila
amendment to meet Chinese requirements; it means the rule of 2011 ships crew
examination, assessment and certification requirements. The positions of the SAR
crew set, knowledge structure and skills standards are the same as the merchant ships.
There is lack of SAR crew learning, training, the specific requirements and standards.
Briefly, I think there are two requirements for SAR crew:
i: Search and rescue technology and knowledge
ii: Psychological training

8

3.2.1 SAR technology and knowledge
Chinese current maritime education is a consistent system. Its characteristic is the
continuity of learning, and it combines vocational education and degree（academic）
education together to give students a wide employment opportunities, while the
disadvantage is the professional training in the learning process which is not
outstanding, the some even lack properly organized field work at sea and the study
time for navigation is not enough.
From this we can see, the professional training of SAR crew is almost done by the
company. So, from the perspective of the crew, the training courses compiled by
company are the virtual learning process for the crew. As a result, the course content
will directly affect the development of various a ability of crew. Effective crew
training courses shall including except for traditional skills of learning; it shall pay
more attention to the principles of human learning psychology, attaching great
importance to the crew training after the reaction and improvement, in order to get
more complete and high quality training practical knowledge, skills.

Modification

Training

Feedback

Convert

Practice

Figure 4 The efficiency figure of crew training.
Source: Liao, J.K & Wu, Z.J (2007). Study on psychological factors of crew training.
Maritime Education Research.
From an overall perspective, compare with SAR crew with ordinary merchant seaman,
the requirement of knowledge and skills is both something in common and there is a
bright difference. The same is that they both must have knowledge and skills on
vessel safety navigation and operation (such as in and out of the port, away from the
9

dock, navigation on sea). The difference is due to rescue operations almost in bad sea
and weather conditions; the special external working environment requires higher safe
navigation level than normal merchant seaman. From the nature of the job, the basic
objective of SAR crew is life-saving at sea, which requires special skills for rescuing
people in various sea conditions, and the requirement for ordinary merchant seaman
they have to know how to save them-selves at sea is only part of the special skills. In
terms of communication technology, the requirement for the distress communications
of ordinary merchant ships is based on the special circumstances; however, for SAR
crew, distress and safety communications is daily, basic and they must be familiar
with it.
But not all the knowledge and skills for SAR crew are higher than ordinary merchant
ship crew. For instance, there is no need to know all cargo operations onboard, ship
maintenances are often completed by bases instead of onboard ship.
SAR crew must master the specific knowledge and skills. The international aviation
and maritime search and rescue manual (IMASAR) provides a good guidance. The
contents including: setting lifeguard on the basis of the crew; the captain and deck
officers should know the organization and assistance processes and navigation
methods along coastal or offshore; estimating the drift value of targets; contacting
methods with aircraft, etc. Wireless operator should grasp the rescue communication
procedure. The lifeboat crew has to grasp boat handling skills and can reasonably
approach targets in different sea conditions. SAR crew should also generally have the
medical skills.
Personally, I consider the current Chinese SAR training mode for crew covers three
steps.
i: education in maritime colleges or training institutions to accept basic navigation
knowledge.
ii: after the employment, professional training done by companies.
iii: companies hold assessment in order to make sure everyone post competency and
further improve their skills.
10

In order to provide a comprehensive knowledge for crew, skillfully master the
maritime search and rescue methods, life saving, fire fighting and rescue towing
working procedures, the rescue and salvage of ministry of transport compile the
rescue training and assessment outline which content eight chapters.
Chapter 1: Implementing Rules;
Chapter 2: General basic training;
Chapter 3: Professional basic training;
Chapter4: Single rescue ship training;
Chapter5: Multiple rescue ships training;
Chapter6: Cooperating training between rescue ship and aircraft;
Chapter7: Ship rescue maneuver and assessment standards;
Chapter8: Emergency drill and assessment standards;
The training plan is composed of three categories: annual training plan, month
training plan and specialized training plan. The annual and month training plan is
made by rescue fleet or bases, the latter one is formulated from the former one.
Specialized training means large-scale, three-dimensional drill or exercise.
General basic training and professional basic training should be organized and
implemented by ships refer to the annual and month training plan. Three stages in
training process include preparation, implementation and evaluation. The general
basic training can be implemented by self-study, lecture or discussion. The
professional training should follow the principles of “first basics then application”, the
process should go step by step, from simple to complicated.
Single rescue ship training means ship carries out training according to plan, the
sailing plan should be reported to command station in advance.
Multiple rescue ships training, cooperating training between rescue ship and aircraft
or diver team should be organized and implemented by competent department.
Large-scale, three-dimensional drill or exercise should be approved by the rescue and
salvage of ministry of transport, and then implemented by each bureau.
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The following table shows the detailed requirements of a general training plan.
Table 1 The detail requirements of general training plan
Nu
mb
er

Items

1

Working
instruction

2

obligation
and
responsibil
ity

3

Ship
overview

4

Type and
traits of
ship in
distress

5

The
contents of
IMASAR

6

leak
stopping
of ship

7

Fire
fighting

Content and requirements
1.understanding professional code of
ethics of rescue crew;
2. Post responsibility.
1.understaning relevant article in
SOLAS;
2.understaning the major contents of
international convention for maritime
search and rescue 1979
Correctly understand and master:
1. general Arrangement plan;
2. ship structure;
3. ship piping system;
Ship's classification and the main
characteristics of all kinds of ships.
Correctly understand and master:
1.kinds and nature of various disaster;
2. collisions and crocks;
3. stranding and grounding;
4. vessel not under command;
5.fire and explosion
1. Summary:
(1) a brief introduction to IAMSAR;
(2) Search and rescue coordination of
action ;
(3) Maritime search pattern.
2. Rescue action :
(1)the actions of ship in distress;
(2)the actions of rescue vessels;
(3) Cooperation with SAR aircraft.
Correctly understand and master :
1.ship’s sink-resistibility;
2. watertight hull and drainage
equipment ;
3. Methods after getting broken.
4. Plugging skills ;
5. Buoyancy and stability estimating and
calculation.
Correctly understand and master :
1. theoretical knowledge of fire;
2. Fire control structure and the
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Reference

Hours
per
Year

SMS

4

SOLAS1974with
its amendments
SAR1979

4

Seamanship
8
Ship Structure

The Investigation
and Handing of
Maritime Traffic
Accidents

8

IMASAR

8

Seamanship

8

Senior fire control
onboard ship

8

8

first aid
knowledge
and skills

measures ;
3. Fixed fire fighting system of the ship;
4. Fire detecting and fire alarm system;
5. fire-fighting equipments;
6. Fire control organizations and
training ;
(1) Fire control plan,
(2)the structure of fire fighting team,
(3) The use of various fire fighting
apparatus and equipment;
7. Process of SAR survivors from t fire ;
8. Extinguish Procedure :
(1)procedure at sea;
(2)procedure in port;
(3) Ships carrying dangerous and
poisonous cargo ;
(4) Bulk liquid cargo ship ;
9. Operational tactics and command :
(1) The fire control ,
A. hazard area ,
B. The influence of ship's stability by
using water ,
C. Ventilation and smoke exhaust, fuel
oil and electric control system ,
D. fire in the dangerous goods ;
(2) The principles and methods of the
fire fighting command.
Correct understand and master :
1. Basic knowledge of the human body
structure and function.
2. The characteristics of spinal injury,
attentions in the process of rescue and
temporary processing methods.
3. Injury characteristics of burns and
scalds overheat and cause cold,
attentions in the process of rescue and
temporary processing methods.
4. The characteristics of the fracture,
joint dislocation and muscle damage,
attentions in the process of rescue and
temporary processing methods
5. The characteristics of the cardiac
arrest, drowning and suffocation,
attentions in the process of rescue and
temporary processing methods.
6. Emergency medical care.
7. Emergency medical care to patients in
low temperature, attentions in the
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First aid at sea

4

process of rescue and temporary
processing methods.
correctly understand and grasp all kinds
of emergency persons’ psychological
status and coping style

9

person in
distress

10

Maritime
rescue
case
analysis

To analyze typical SAR cases and
summarizes its successful experience
and points needs to be improved.

11

sea
survival

1. Understand the characteristics of the
ship survival, and the relationship
between modern science and survival.
Familiar with kinds, properties, he
difficulties encountered by ship in
disaster.
2. the use of life saving equipment and
its use:
Familiar with the vessel equipped
life-saving equipment, including type,
performance and characteristics; Grasp
the using method and maintenance of
life jackets, life buoy; Mastering the
storage, use and maintenance of
inflatable life raft.
3. Familiar with survival method and
matters needing attention; Familiar with
the implementation of basic
requirements; Familiar with using
variety of life saving equipment to
rescue the victims.
4. Familiar with the actions should be
taken in the low temperature water, oil
fire actions, and shark-infested waters
actions.

12

safety
protection

Develop and implement relief, training
the relevant safety protection measures.

emergency
plan

understand kinds of Marine emergency
rescue plan, including the national
emergency preplans for maritime SAR,

13

Sea survival

4

4

Sea survival

4

4
The national
emergency
preplans for
maritime search
and rescue

4

Source: the rescue training and assessment outline compiled salvage of ministry of
transport of PRC.
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3.2.1 Psychological training
Navigation at sea is risky business, and maritime SAR is more risky than it. For
maritime SAR personnel, their biggest sense of achievement is from successful rescue
ships and personnel. But risk is changing, usually, danger happening at one moment
and it has already irreversible, when there is no return, and there will be spiritual
wounds to the personnel. Maritime SAR personnel's responsibility is heavy. Being in
a state of overload and high pressure for a long time can affect their mental health,
and may affect their working efficiency.
There are several major psychology pressures to SAR personnel.
i: the pressure brought by responsibility.
The working environment for front-line maritime SAR staff is extremely bad and
dangerous, uncertainty is great and it is difficult to rescue. Even so, when receiving a
rescue mission, they always hope to rescue all persons, high sense of responsibility to
make them afraid it is not successful, the resulting is psychological pressure.
ii the pressure brought by victims
Although sometimes they try their best to implement rescue, but fail to save lives, for
instance, due to bad weather, waves, facing the tragic scene, combining with their
exhaustion;
Their spirit will be great wounded. There are three kinds of causes. First it is
widespread psychological guilt; second, they are faced with various forms of corpse;
thirdly, they will live in psychological shadow of failure to save the lives in a period
of time and often feel sad.
iii: the pressure brought by loneliness due to work onboard for a long time.
For some crew members, they have to work onboard for more than two months or
even more then rest for one month. The period of shore supply is every 20 days, every
time they cannot stay onshore for more than 8 hours. Long time working life makes
them feel bored and lonely. In particular, some ships standby in the far distance from
the shore, they cannot contact their family because of no mobile phone signed; there
will be more loneliness and worries about their family. Finally, the ship space is
15

narrow, cut off from the outside world and the rest quality is not high, which also will
also affect the mood of the crew members.
But at present, there is no systematically psychological training course for SAR
personnel.
3.3 Analysis of current Chinese SAR training system
i: the quality of personnel.
Chinese salvage enterprises should be in line with the international community, as a
need of job, senior rescue crew should skillfully use English directly to communicate
with foreigners. Although most of them passed the College English Test 4 or 6, they
still cannot communicate in English smoothly at work; Some crew safety
consciousness and environmental awareness is relatively weak and they do not pay
enough attention to ship pollution prevention; Some of crew the organizational
discipline is not strong and their professional dedication and obedience consciousness
is weak, and so on. All these problems reflect the deficiency of education.
ii: On-board training is not serious enough.
To the new recruited college students, as trainees; their training may not reach the
expected level. They should be guided by a certain senior qualification or seniority.
The actual situation may not be the same. Some equipment on board does not allow
interns to operate; and in some internship process, there is no specialist responsible
for it. All those influence the practice effect.
Even there is no evaluation standard to assess the quality of the interns. The training
effect is not satisfactory.
And almost all trainees are faced with the same problem: specific guidance is
insufficient. Since ships follow a system of dynamic standby duty, the chance for
senior crew to practical operation is less. Besides, maritime rescue mission, during a
lot of time, ships are anchoring at sea, the practice opportunities for senior officers is
less, let alone the trainees.
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Secondly, the current on-board training situation for senior officers is not so good.
One is because ships are on the sea for a long time, and it is not easy to organize the
crews for training. Second, some of them think they have received the basic
navigation education, and have experienced the practice exercise, and then ignore
reeducation and retraining onboard ship.
With the improvement of ship technology, ship towards to large-scale and automation
development, the trend of manning in a single ship is decreasing, which means higher
requirements for the crew's comprehensive quality and technical ability. Basic
navigation education and practice experience has not fully met the requirements of
rescue companies. And also it can't meet the requirements of the new position and
relevant laws and regulations. For instance, new, large-scale special rescue vessels,
the technical characteristics are not the same as before. The SAR crew has to update
knowledge, master new operating technology; therefore, the existing training model
must be reformed and extended to enhance the on-the-job training senior crew.
iii: On-shore training for on-job crew is less.
On-shore training for on-job crew is mainly the responsibility of ship management
department and education department. Training efforts for senior crew are not enough.
Annual training programs are not enough, and training often becomes a mere
formality, training pertinence is not strong and lack of proper evaluation method; the
crew's own self-study enthusiasm is not high, after working on-board, most of them
choose to go not instead of accept reeducation.
iv: Lack of using simulator to train crew.
With the development of information and electronic technology and other high and
new technology, marine simulator becomes more and more advanced; the functions
are more and more perfect. The use of the simulator has greatly improved navigation
professional training promoting the development of the maritime universities and
teaching and research.
But using it in SAR crew training is a blank. Compared with maritime SAR,
aerospace training has successful experience. Simulation driving, of course, cannot
17

completely replace real operation. But the crew after simulation training, they can
quickly grasp the actual driving technology. So IMO regulations crew in driving
training simulation system can replace the actual sea going service. From that we can
see, the important of simulation technology in ship's training and the necessity and
importance of simulator training for crew.
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Chapter 4 Training of SAR crew in other countries
4.1 The Australia maritime SAR system
A .the Australian maritime search and rescue region
Australian search and rescue area include the Indian Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and the
mainland throughout of throughout totally about 5300 square kilometers which is one
tenth of the global ocean area. In order to cover these vast waters and to improve the
efficiency of search and rescue, Australia and its surrounding ten countries signed a
search and rescue cooperation agreement, in order to remedy the inadequacy of
domestic search and rescue forces.

Figure 5 The Australian maritime search and rescue region
Source:http://amsa.gov.au/search-and-rescue/sar-in-australia/arrangements-in-australi
a/
B.Maritime SAR organizations in Australia
The national council of search and rescue (NATSAR council) is the highest
administrative agency in Australia responsible for SAR, the Australian maritime
safety authority (AMSA) as chairman, its members by AMSA, Australian defense
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force (ADF), state/territory government's police power. At least one meeting will be
held a year.
Australian maritime SAR agencies are divided into the federal government and
state/territory government two levels. The federal government's rescue organization
composed of AMSA and ADF, respectively responsible for civil and military rescue
work; State/territory government level of SAR work by a state/territory is responsible
by the police department.
AMSA
Federal government
State government

NATSAR council

ADF

Police Department

Volunteer

Figure 6 The SAR forces in Australia
Source: compiled by author, (2014.6)
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RCC

AMSA headquarters is located in the capital Canberra. It is the government functional
departments responsible for maritime SAR work, and also responsible for managing
the national maritime pollution emergency plan.
Search and rescue coordination center (RCC) is a implementing agency of AMSA; it
is a specific organization coordinated command center of SAR operations. As a
national permanent organ, RCC is responsible for the vessels SAR except the military
aircraft and fishing boats, yachts. Also it has to broadcast Maritime safety information
and responding for medical first aid training and monitoring and running ship
reporting system in Australia and management of the national SAR training school.
ADF is responsible for the military SAR work. The navy is the main force responding
for the organization of military ships and carrier and aircraft to do SAR operations. In
general, only when far away from the coast waters (over 200 nautical miles) where
crisis occurs, ADF will participate in the government organization of SAR operations.
But in case of emergency, RCC and local SAR agencies can directly requests for
assistance to the ADF command.
The police department is responsibility department at state/territory level for SAR
operations. It is responsible for targets including local fishing boats, leisure boats,
unregistered aircraft, land transport vehicles and all non-military vessels in port.
In addition to the above search and rescue forces, Australia has also established SAR
volunteers teams by folk strength working with local government. They supervise
maritime safety of small vessels that navigate along the shore assisting to carry out
emergency SAR operations. As complement of government power, these
organizations coastal widely distributed across the country, equipped with a variety of
small high-speed rescue boat, keeping on duty around the clock by radio, under the
guidance of the police department to carry out the offshore SAR operations. When
receiving distress alarm, these volunteers will immediately report to the police
department. If the police need, assistance, the volunteer will be assigned to the water
to carry out life saving work.
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C Training and education of Australia SAR personnel
From the Australia national SAR manual, we can know that:
“All personnel involved in SAR operation are needed to undertake
SAR-specific training. An individual, a group or multiple groups may be
trained. Each person should have had previous training to perform individual
tasks. Where the individuals integrate into teams, team training is required so
that the individuals can support the team effort. Where teams integrate, multiple
team training is required to support the overall effort.

In Australia, AMSA is a Registered Training Organization (RTO). The National
SAR School, a part of AMSA, is the training arm of Joint Rescue Coordination
Centre (JRCC) Australia. The School provides specialist aviation and maritime
search and rescue training to officers primarily in Australia's Joint Rescue
Coordination Centre and it offers the Advanced Diploma of Public Safety
(Police Search and Rescue Management) to select members of Australian police
services on behalf of the National Search and Rescue Council.

The National Search and Rescue School oversees and administers training in
units of this advanced diploma by a combination of distance education and
classroom instruction. A residential instruction and assessment program, the
National Police Search and Rescue Managers Course, is held annually in
Canberra.

Directing staff of the National Police Search and Rescue Managers Course, in
22

addition to instructors from the National Search and Rescue School, are drawn
from Australian police organizations. These officers are subject matter experts
in land and marine search and rescue and are qualified in workplace training
and assessment”
(Australia national SAR manual, 2013)
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recognition

of

prior

learning

watch

Marine rescue engineer

Prac PA = Pass all RPLP

Marine SAR Officer

completed 1 = Theory 2 =

SARcc

as

officer

events

Marine

Assessment

Radio operator

indicates the completion of all unit assessments.

Marine Rescue Skipper 3

CIRCLCIRCLE

Marine Rescue Skipper 2

VMR ASSESS. EVENT RECORD DATE

MARINE Rescue crew

NAMENAME:

Marine Rescue Skipper 1

Table2 Courses records to Maritime SAR personnel training

Handling Cargo & Vessel Stability
TDMMA1107B 1 2 pa RPLP | Maintain stability using simplified stab, info
| CC
Equipment Checking & Maintenance
TDMMB4507A 1 2 PA
RPLP
TDMMB707B 1 2 PA

Monitor cond. /seaworthiness of a small 24 m
vessel.
Slip vessel. and maintain the hull.

RPLP
TDMMB1907B 1 2 PA

Carry out basic hull servicing

RPLP
TDMMB3607B 1 2 PA
RPLP
TDMMB4707A 1 2 PA

Prepare a small vessel. machinery for sea to
MED3
Perform routine deck maint. vessel < 80 meters

RPLP
Manoeuvre Vessel
TDMMC707C 1 2 PA

Apply seamanship skills Cox

RPLP
TDMMC807B 1 2 PA
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Manoeuvre a vessel. to response M5.

|

1

|

2

|

3

|

RO

|

WO |

SAR

| ENG

RPLP
TDMMC907C 1 2 PA

Manoeuvre a d. vessel. to response Cox.

RPLP
Communications
TDMME1107A 1 2 PA

Contribute to effective com ms and teamwork

RPLP PAUCOMOOIA

Or Communicate in the workplace.

TDMME507B 1 2 PA

Transmit/receive information by mar. radio

RPLP
Operational Quality & Safety
TDMMFI07B 1

2

PA

Assist in search and rescue operations

RPLP
TDMMF4707B 1 2 PA

Contribute to maintaining a safe watch vessel

RPLP
TDMMF5407A 1 2 PA

Observe safety & emergency procs coast vessel

RPLP
TDMMF5707A 1 2 PA

Assist in safe ops and emergency procedure

RPLP
TDMMF1007B* 1 2 PA
RPLP
TDMMF1107B 1 2 PA

Provide first aid (* inadequate to work cover
stand.)
Survive at sea in the event of vessel. Abandon.

RPLP
TDMMF3207C 1 2 PA

Apply dom. regs. Operating a small vessel.

RPLP
TDMMF3907B 1 2 PA

Maint. running log to MED3

RPLP
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TDMMF5507A 1 2 PA

Fight & extinguish fires on board coastal vessel

RPLP
Navigation
TDMMH1307B 1 2 PA

Apply weather info to response M5.

RPLP
TDMMH807B 1 2 PA

Plan and navigate passage to response M5.

RPLP
TDMMH1107B 1 2 PA

Use radar/electronics in safe navigation.

RPLP
TDMMH1207B 1 2 PA

Plan /nav. short voyage 1 inshore limits.

RPLP
SRBNAV101B 1 2 PA

Elementary navigation.

RPLP
SRBWEA101B 1 2 PA

Interpret & relay weather information.

RPLP
Human Resources
PUATEA001A 2 PA RPLP

Work in a team

Carry Out Operations on Equipment & Systems
TDMMR107B 1 2 PA

Operate

and

maintain

steering

gear

RPLP

arrangements

TDMMR307B 2 PA RPLP

Operate fuel, water, bilge & fire pump systems

TDMMR1807B 1 2 PA

Operate deck machinery on vessel < 750 kW

RPLP
TDMMR1907B
RPLP

2

PA

Safely handle/ stow explosive and flam
materials
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TDMMR3007B 1 2 PA

Op./carry out basic maint s. vess. prop. sys.

RPLP
TDMMR3107B 1 2 PA

Op./carry out basic servic.on aux. sys..

RPLP
TDMMR3207B 1 2 PA

Op./carry out basic routine service. elec. sys

RPLP
TDMMR3207B

2

PA

Carry out refueling and fuel transfer operations

2

PA

Rigging & lifting operations

RPLP
TDMMR5507B
RPLP
TDMMR6007A 1 2 PA

Assist in routine deck operations GPH

RPLP
Environment
TDMMU507B 1 PA RPLP | Ensure compli7pollution prevent, measures. |
Communications
PUACOMOOIA 1 2 PA

Communicate in the workplace.

RPLP
PUACOM002A 1 2 PA

Provide service to clients

RPLP
PUACQM007A 1 2 PA

Liaise with other organizations.

RPLP
Occupational Health & Safety
PUAOHS001A 12
PA RPLP

| Follow defined OH&S policies and procs .

|

Equipment Checking & Maintenance
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PUAEQU001A 1 2
PA RPLP

| Prepare, maintain and test response equip.

|

Carry Out Operations
PUAAMS007A 1 2 PA

Coordinate search and rescue operations.

RPLP
PUA0PE001A 1 2 PA

Supervise response.

RPLP
PUAOPE004A 1 2 PA

Conduct briefings and de-briefings.

RPLP
SRBSAR001A 1 2 PA

Participate in a marine rescue operation.

RPLP
SRBOPSOOIA 1 2 PA

Work in a MSRCC.

RPLP
T.O. NOTES

Source: http://www.splashmaritime.com.au/Marops/Startrescue.htm
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D. The characteristics of Australia SAR system
AMSA as the competent authority of Australia's federal government on rescue
service, is based on principle of authorization clarification with the local
governments responsible for different distress target respectively, and making full use
of state police department and the volunteers as an important supplement, formed a
tightly organized and efficient SAR emergency system. Instead of configuration
professional rescue forces, the Australian government by hiring all types of aircraft
and high-powered tug, formulating relevant standards and procedures to ensure that
the various rescue powers in a timely and effective manner in SAR operation. Over
the years, with efforts of all parties, remarkable achievements have been made in the
SAR operations in Australia.
4.2 The maritime SAR system in UK
A The UK maritime SAR area
The British coast SAR responsibility area can be divided into three parts, namely the
east, the west of Scotland and Northern Ireland, and the south SAR area.

Figure 7 The UK SAR regions
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Source: http://www.dft.gov.uk/mca/
B The SAR organization of UK
The current SAR organizations of UK are at two levels and three aspects which are
maritime, aircraft and land SAR aspects and SAR strategy committee and
coordination organizations. The strategy committee is responsible for making SAR
policies, strategies, obligations and standards, at the same time making the
framework of SAR system, determining the standards involved in the rescue.
Coordination organizations are responsible for the specific SAR operations.
Now, about 90% of the maritime SAR work done by social forces, life-saving at sea
mainly relies on The Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI).The Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA) is only responsible for SAR coordination command.
MCA rented four tugs and four of the eight helicopters and military helicopters
carrying about 10% of maritime SAR missions.
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Figure 8 The arrangement of RNLI boats
Source: http://www.dft.gov.uk/mca/
C The training of SAR officer in UK
Although in MCA there are only 1200 government employees engaged in the
maritime SAR, but there are about 3500 volunteers SAR officers1. The governmental
maritime SAR personnel will be special trained and regularly trained to ensure the
SAR skills, volunteers will also be trained by MCA or RNLI, even after training
there is still regular training and assessment to ensure the competency of volunteers
to participate in the maritime SAR. The British maritime SAR team, therefore, is
relatively high degree of specialization.
The RNLI introduces skills training system, each crew has a workbook to records the
skills and training experience. In order to guarantee strict evaluation criteria, the
evaluation for the personnel is not done by the personnel of internal system. Crew
training courses include one week training course, mobile training camp, interactive
CD courses and traditional class and field training.

4.3The maritime SAR system in the United States
A The maritime SAR area of the US
The continental United States has coastline of over 12400 kilometers long, covering
the Atlantic, Pacific and the gulf of Mexico, and the great lakes of North America.
The maritime SAR area of the United States Coverage is very broad, mainly divides
into Pacific and Atlantic SAR area. In order to strengthen the international
cooperation between maritime SAR affairs, the United States signed rescue
cooperation agreement or memorandum with almost all neighboring countries.
1

http://www.dft.gov.uk/mca/
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Figure 9 United States Maritime Search and Rescue Region – Pacific
Source: United States National Search and Rescue Supplement to the International
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue Manual

Figure 10 United States Maritime Search and Rescue Region –Atlantic
Source: United States National Search and Rescue Supplement to the International
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue Manual
B The SAR organizations in USA
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In the United States, the rescue work mainly includes the following several types:
city (building collapse) SAR, maritime SAR, inland and air SAR. There are several
departments involving in SAR works.
The National Search and Rescue Committee is a federal-level committee formed to
coordinate civil SAR matters of interagency interest within the United States. The
member agencies including: Department of Defense, Department of Commerce,
Department of Transportation, Department of Interior, Department of Homeland
Security, Federal Communications Commission and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The US Coast Guard (USCG) belongs to the Department of Homeland Security and
responds for the development, construction, maintenance and using national SAR
resources, so that to strengthen the safety on and under waters of US.
As of 2012 the Coast Guard had approximately 42,000 men and women on active
duty, 7,900 reservists, 32,000 auxiliarists and 8,700 full-time civilian employees.2
C The training of the SAR personnel in US
There are two major institutions in the US respond for SAR crew training, one is the
USCG academy and the other is National Search and Rescue School. The USCG
academy is institution of higher education to cultivate the coast guard officers. It has
a complete training system and facilities.
The US National SAR School is the world's premier source for SAR training. The
joint Coast Guard / Air Force staff provides training in oceanic, coastal, and inland
search planning procedures to SAR professionals from all U.S. military branches,
various U.S. government agencies, volunteer SAR organizations, as well as members
of the international SAR community.
2

USCG snapshot 2012
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There are three courses available:
i: Maritime Search Planning Course. It is a resident course taking about 3.8 weeks
for training USCG, Navy, and Air Force personnel, and international students who
perform Maritime Search Planning in the coastal and oceanic environments.
ii: Search Coordination & Execution. It is a four-day exportable basic SAR course to
instruct on the fundamentals of search coordination, planning, and operations. This
course is mainly for students that will conduct SAR operations at the On-scene
coordination and SAR unit levels.
iii: SAR Supervisor Course. It is designed to provide an overview of critical SAR
policies and procedures for personnel within the SAR chain of command who do not
require the detailed full 3.8 week Maritime Search Planning course.
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Chapter 5 A comparative analysis and Recommendations
5.1 A comparative analysis
A The comparison of SAR resources allocation
In the UK, in the MCA aspect, there are 18 radar stations, coastal AIS station, and the
ports of the VTS covering the whole of the UK's coastal waters. The radio channel 19
as MCA unique channel covering the UK waters within 150 nautical miles. In the
RNLI aspect, there are about 240 SAR station.
In the US, the USCG, there are almost 1600 ships, deployed in 41 base and 191 SAR
station and there are specialized patrol vessels of more than 160.
In China, there are 21 SAR bases and almost 200 vessels.
From the date we can see, compared with those countries, Chinese SAR team has
just started

B The comparison of staff structure
In the three countries, there are not so many professional SAR crewmembers. They
adopt the model that the mixture of professional personnel and volunteers.
Particularly, in Australia, the most SAR missions are done by volunteers. By contrast,
in September 2008, the first maritime SAR volunteers founded in Wenzhou. In recent
years, the construction of maritime SAR team has become highlights to strengthen
maritime SAR emergency management to improve emergency response system.

C The comparison of SAR education pattern
In the three countries, most SAR personnel and volunteers are trained by school or
institutions with strict regulations and procedures to ensure their ability. But in
Chinese, there is no special school for SAR. Most crewmembers are trained after
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entering SAR units such SAR bureau.
5.2 Recommendations
To strengthen Chinese SAR crew education and training, as well as the macroscopic
policy support of the government, we have to rely on advanced and scientific crew
training education and management. On the specific methods, such as increasing
SAR professional education; intensifing new officers on-the-job training, improving
the means of training, reforming the training mode, some knowledge on psychology
can also be tried implicating in staff training to set up effective training system. In
addition, the establishment and perfection of crew training performance evaluation
system is also very important.

A. formulating specialized regulations on SAR crew management
At present, there is no rule specializing for SAR crew examination, assessment and
certification. The available rules stipulate merchant ship crew training, due to the
difference of knowledge structure, some requirements of some post is no longer be
necessary to SAR crew. For example, to the chief officer, the cargo operation does no
need for SAR crew but it has to pass the exam for merchant ship crew. If it continues
to exist, it might promote SAR crew. Therefore, to develop new regulations becomes
urgent.

B establishing rescue school or set professional SAR degree education in maritime
colleges
From Chapter 4 we can see, those countries have developed SAR system with almost
SAR school to guarantee training quality. Navigation colleges and universities in our
country rarely offer program in professional rescue skills. At present, only Dalian
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Maritime University has tried to set SAR major in 2010. China as class a member of
IMO, SAR business has a pivotal position in the maritime career.

C Enhance training for new workers
Pre-service training work for new SAR crew involves both theoretical and practical
training, so it must rely on teaching venues with a series of advanced facilities and
equipment, which is the basis of doing a good job of the pre-service training. Also
there must be a teacher team with high level teaching skills and rich practical
experience. We can invite outstanding old crew from shipping company or SAR
bureau and teachers from maritime universities to constitute teaching team. For the
new crew, that can be specifically trained with the current SAR development
requirements.

D Improving training methods and reforming training mode
Dynamic on-call duty mechanism is not conducive to improve the operation skills of
SAR crew, real practice is very important to improve the skills of crew. Field training
can make each post familiar with the basic points of equipment operation and the
methods to maintain. According to the maritime rescue units’ actual situation, there
should be flexible and varied ways of training to increase the intensity of field
training.

E Setting up training center, increasing the training of simulator
The necessity of training simulator can be demonstrated in two aspects.
i: The working characteristics of SAR ship
·unique work environment
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The working time for SAR ship is basically in poor weather condition. If there is a
life or a ship in danger, it often caused by bad sea conditions. That requires the SAR
ship to arrival at the scene of accident in the shortest possible time. The crew must
have operation ability in case of bad weather and rough sea and simulator can
precisely simulating various environment to achieve the purpose of the exercises of
maneuvering in various environments.

·Demands of high success operation rate
The rescue to ship or life at sea must have a high success rate. It not only requires
officers (i.e. the captain, chief officer and other senior crew) and engineers (i.e., the
chief engineer and engineers) with rich theory knowledge, what is more important is
to have a long time for accumulating actual experiences, which can cope with
various emergencies, ensuring success rate. Through the simulator it can make the
crew accumulate various necessary skills.
·long time anchoring, short navigation time
As professional SAR teams, besides SAR missions and maritime training time, more
time is stand-by at sea which means anchoring. Navigation time is much shorter than
other merchant ship crew. If things go on like this, the quality of the crew will
decline gradually, which is an unavoidable fact, but the simulator training can well
solve this problem.
ii: The necessity of simulator training
·irreproducibility of marine perils
Simulator training has specificity and repeatability; it can give some focused training.
For instance, for a specific sea conditions (such as rough sea, fog sea, night
condition), it can let the crew practice over and over again, and the system can
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completely record the whole process of handling which can be used to analyze
whether the operation is correct or not after class.

Senior officer can analyze

summary for crew who can gain valuable experience.
·the training for emergency situation
According to the working characteristics of SAR ships and special requirements of
the SAR crew, intensive training in simulator is one of the best ways to make up for
the lack of emergency navigation such as sailing in emergency collision,
communication or navigation equipment failure. It can easily simulate urgent
situations which rarely occur in reality. According to the psychological
characteristics and training requirements of the crew, training officers can easily
arrange out of the collision, grounding situation to train operation skills in dangerous
and the ability to do SAR.

F strengthen the psychological training
Establish maritime search and rescue psychological training center to carry out the
psychological counseling, coaching, training and other business. It needs to build the
combination of full and part time system of psychological aid workers to ensure each
search and rescue team a psychological assistance.

G Establish a crew training performance evaluation system
One important aspect of judging the effect of crew training work performance is
evaluation of their performance. Accurately, scientific and effective performance
evaluation can provide reference for training department to arrange future work. On
the other hand, evaluation can make crew continue carry forward their advantages to
overcome the shortcomings, promoting individual development in future.
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Meanwhile, we should create incentive mechanism which can greatly stimulate the
crew members to participate in the training work.

Incentive methods can include

material incentives such as welfare, treatment or spiritual incentive.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion

How to strengthen the rescue crew training and improve the SAR ability is a
complex issue which involves many aspects of factors. This paper only has carried
on the preliminary discussion of some of those factors and it is not perfect. Education
training work of SAR crew is a systematic project, I believe that with the continually
strengthening the education and training work and the development of Chinese SAR
enterprise, the rescue skills and comprehensive quality of crew will continue to
improve, Chinese maritime SAR team will develop better and better.
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